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Legends Of Riverside Festival
Submitted by Doug Stokes

“…Riverside Lives!” was the rallying cry that museum co-founder Doug Magnon made from the stage
on Saturday night, and he could not have been
more correct.
Riverside International Raceway - - in the form of
many of the legendary people who raced, wrote,
announced, worked, spectated, or wrenched there,
and their many friends, fans, and followers - - surely lived, breathed, laughed, cried, bled, and exalted
over the last
weekend in
March 2009.
Finally dispatched some
20 long years
ago, the renown
road course
racetrack once
located “ … In
the middle of
nowhere and a
long drive from
Los Angeles”
had somehow
come back from
the grave for a
weekend that
was billed as a film festival but which turned out to
be more of a love-in.
There were no engines bellowing, but the assembled throng was doing a damn fine impression of a
classic racetrack crowd roaring its approval when
memories of the last races at the famed track were
fired up by the first “running” of this bright new
event.
As impressive as the long list of attendees was,
another list, that of the 150 paying guests was
even more so. Fans of the famous place who each
ponied up 200 bucks (well … $199 really) for the
privilege of reminiscing (some meals included) with
many of the people who made the place what it
was, had a great time. They heard the personal
side of the raceway that so many of their heroes
had so many wonderful stories about.

Movies, food, friends and Chris Considine’s CXC stupendous racing simulator (Wanna drive old Riverside? In a
Birdcage? Step right up and sit on down friend). Just
watching Bondurant circulate Sears Point faster and faster was wonderful, and EFR going for the track record at
Road America was even better, it was scary-good!
The list of featured guests was a long one, with names
that ranged from “It’s HIM! And “That’s really HER!” to
“_______Who?” pegged the Riverside regular’s personal
rev-counters.
The only thing missing was a hot plate in the back room
of the museum with a quart of Castrol R smoking away
on it (next year for sure). Father and Son Magnon(s)
(they built the place), their super on-site staff (headed by
Bruce Ward , whose middle name has to be “Sure!”) and
all the great volunteers who put this show on are all to be
highly complimented, and (at least figuratively) sprayed
with a blast of celebratory champagne, in honor of the
event’s Saturday night honoree, Dan Gurney, who invented the post-event bubbly shower!
Two national awards were
presented in conjunction
with the event. Father and
son team Ray and Doug Magnon were honored with the
new Lee Iacocca Award for
their contribution to motorsports history and Bruce
Kessler had his name added
to the Harry Morrow Award
by the 500cc Club of America. Both awards were total
surprises (to the awardees)
and considered very wellmade by all in attendance.
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A press release that reviews the events of the first
Legends of Riverside event held at the
Riverside International Automotive Museum in
Riverside, California from March 27-29, 2009

One of the event highlights was a spirited charity
auction featuring a couple of very special items. Of
note were a complete set of lofted drawings for the
incredible Ti22 CanAm car and a rock guitar in racing checkers was signed by all of the Legends
present.

ever, if you’ve read this
piece this far, your RIR
interest level index indicates that you need to
be there, and soon.
No, not all of the
names on the below
legends list will be
there en masse, but a
lot of the gear that they
used, along with photos, racecars and more
memorabilia is there,
waiting to bring back
great memories of a
hallowed place.
Next year's event already has a date
(March 26-28). The
subject matter will once again be "Riverside Raceway"
and the people who made it come alive will be the draw.

Evi Gurney put up a winning bid of $750 dollars
(not one of which had a picture of DSG on it) for
the guitar and took the newly-minted instant icon
back to the Eagle's aire. The Gurney's also bought
the Ti22 plans (let the rumors fly friends).
A well-known participant (a good guy who shall remain nameless here) afterward confided that he
would have gone to $2,000 ("... or more") for the
instrument but demurred because of Mrs. Gurney's
determination to have it ... It was, after all, her husband's night.
The event raised funds for four very worthy charities: The Iaccoca Foundation, The Parkinson’s Institute, Team Hole in the Wall, and the California
Highway Patrol 11-99 Foundation.
I would hazard a guess that most reading this item
have not been to the Riverside Museum yet, how-

There are many more great photos of the
Riverside event on the web at:
http://www.legendsofriverside.com/09photos.htm
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Riverside Festival continued

Section 1 of the AARWBA White PaperGuidelines For All Of Us To Remember

1. It is the auto racing reporter's obligation to report fairly, objectively and completely. The auto racing
reporter’s job is to accurately inform the interested race fan (paying public) of the activities surrounding a
motor sports event and responsibly support the sport, the promoter and the competitors.
2. No responsible member of the media shall ever intentionally falsely report or distort. Although mistakes
can occur, it is the responsibility of the reporter to insure that they have the correct information before
publication. Any member of AARWBA found to be intentionally filing misleading, false or grossly biased
reports will have his or her AARWBA membership suspended or revoked.
3. An AARWBA membership card is not Carte Blanche for accreditation at any track. It merely identifies the
bearer as a motor sports professional.
4. Requests for special considerations (freebies, extra credentials, special parking) are just that—requests.
There is no obligation on the part of the promoter to grant them and rejection should not affect the media
member’s treatment of the promoter.
5. The racing reporter should request credentials well in advance of an event to be covered - at least two
weeks. More time should be allowed if this is his/her first race at a track or in the case of a major event i.e., The Indianapolis 500 or NASCAR 350 at Infineon Raceway. If the reporter’s plans change and the
reporter is unable to cover a race for which the reporter has requested credentials, It should be the
responsibility of the reporter to notify the event promoter/track press officer as soon as possible.
NOTE: This courtesy will ensure that the reporter/photographer may be considered favorably the next
time a credential request is presented.
6. There is no AARWBA position concerning "freebies," gifts, etc. It is a matter between the journalist (and
the employer) and the promoter.
7. Threats of a boycott by a journalist are no more ethical than threats of denial of credentials by a promoter.
Both are intolerable.
8. Food and drinks at an event are a courtesy, not an obligation of the promoter.
9. Competitors at a major event have an obligation to their racing team, their advertising partners and the
race fan to compete. Not granting interviews or posing for pictures is in contradiction of that obligation.
However, a racing driver or team principal does have a right to privacy. Media members should use
discretion when approaching competitors during times when the track is open. In many cases, securing
a prearranged time with a subject can eliminate an embarrassing situation. Courtesy is the watchword.
NOTE: In many cases the publicity minded competitor may approach you when he or she feels the time
is right.
10. Do not ask for credentials that you don't need. If you don't take pictures, don't ask for photo credentials.
If you don't write, don't try to get in the pressroom.
11. Do not request credentials for friends under the guise that they are to work as media members. It is
unethical and creates a hardship to legitimate members of the media and subjects your publication or
media outlet — not the racetrack — to legal responsibilities in case of injury.
12. Accept the limitations of facilities. While it might be ideal for every media member to be treated equally, it
isn't always possible and some racetracks must make distinctions. Not everybody can be in the pits or
pressroom on race day at Indianapolis, Long Beach or Charlotte.
13. Press members have an obligation to maintain reasonable standards of professional and personal
conduct. Promoters have sound reasons for placing some restrictions on the media. Members of the
media who consistently indicate an inability or unwillingness to meet reasonable standards of personal
and professional conduct in dealing with track personnel, competitors or other members of the media will
have their AARWBA membership suspended or revoked.
American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association, Inc. (www.aarwba.org)
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The following guidelines are intended for members of the auto racing media. They also serve as a
guide to auto racing promoters concerning the American Auto Racing Writers and Broadcasters
Association (AARWBA), position on the points noted.

Favorite Photos

We received three action shots from member Dennis
Gray. He writes:
“I have included three images. The first two are from this
years Shell Ferrari Historic Challenge at Sears Point
Raceway. The lighting goes all over as it was raining
from a drizzle to a downpour most of the three days.

We received this photo from Bob Krueger of Voodoo Images. He writes:
“The photo is of Gilles Villeneuve negotiating the "Linden
leap" at the 1979 Long Beach Grand Prix, a race that he
went on to win. I took this photo from one of the several
Canon photo towers that the company provided with a
selection of their long lenses to which owners of their
camera bodies could hook up. Too bad nobody
does something like that these days; it was a
great marketing idea.

#10 is Steven Read in his Maserati 300S cutting
the apex of turn eleven.
#15 is Spencer Trenery in his Maserati A6GCS on a
very damp if not wet track, also at turn eleven.
The last image is of Chris Williams in his 1927
Bentley LM Replica taken two years ago at
the Monterey Historics. “

From The Archives

Johnny McDonald, left, and Joe Dowdall,
Detroit News, right, chase
Jackie Stewart at the Questor GP,
Ontario, 1971.
From Johnny McDonald’s
personal collection
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In the June issue of ImPRESSions we asked you to
send in a favorite photo of you at work covering
motorsports. We also asked for examples of photos
you were proud of so we could showcase your work
in these pages. We received some great shots and
so we are pleased to show them here. We certainly
have a lot of talented members in the AARWBA!

Who is she?

Sessa Says Thanks

Why it is our own Dusty Brandel of course!
Thanks to the many members who correctly
identified her in this photo!

Dear Dusty;
I'd like to express my thanks and appreciation to
AARWBA for conducting the annual journalism contest
and to the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, the IRL, Honda
Motorsports and Firestone for their support of it.

“OMG! It's DUSTY!!
I always knew she was/is
a BEAUTY!!” - Melisa Lalich
“That lady showing her
wares (I mean NSSN, of
course) sure looks like
Dusty to me.” - Bob
Kreuger
“Great shot of Dusty!!!
Love it!!!” - Ed Justice, Jr.
“Looks like the beauteous
Dusty Brandel to me, the
hat was a dead giveaway.” - Dick Sisich
“Without doubt that can be none other than our
own Dusty Brandel. If the hat didn't give it away,
the eyes would. Great pix of a great gal.” - Kay
Nichols

It was real adrenaline charge to find my first place certificates in the mail after a busy weekend of racing in California, especially considering the many talented writers
that I respect who compete in this contest each year.
Because of AARWBA's efforts and the generous support
of the sponsors, we all have a valuable stage to display
our work in a sport that we all have a passion for.
Many thanks to you and to the others who work behind
the scenes to make AARWBA a great organization.
-Bill Sessa

Michael Knight Hosts
“The Race Reporter”
The show debuted in early
June on The VoiceAmerica™
Talk Radio Network. The website carries this description:

“It's DUSTY! I didn't know she was one of Chris'
"paper people"! - Bob Falcon

“The Race Reporters lets fans
know what goes on behind
closed garage doors, and how major decisions are
made, because host Michael Knight has been there.

One More Favorite Photo
This one was submitted by Don Figler who writes:
“Georgia racer Chuck Unkle caught too much air
on the front of his boat with the end result of a high
flying flip, during a ChampBoat Series race at
Creve Coeur Lake, in St. Louis Missouri. The
driver was not injured, wet but not injured.”

The Race Reporters is a good, hard, honest, Constitutionally-protected conversation about the issues of the
day. Each week, Knight brings together a panel of respected journalists -- people who know the “real story.” Together, they interview racing’s top stars and
most important decision-makers on the Newsmaker of
the Week segment.
“If you listen, you’ll learn,” pledges Knight. “You’ll be a
better race fan.”

Do you have a website? Send us
your logo or header, and the url,
along with a brief description!
ashartwell@att.net
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News & Notes

Shav Glick Named Recipient of 2009
Bob Russo Founders Award

An appeal from member Jan Wagner

Grid Lines
To my fellow auto enthusiasts:
A few months ago I took over
as editor of Grid Lines, the official SCCA publication of San
Diego Region. Grid Lines is
published within the SoPac
News newspaper, and is
mailed to SCCA members
throughout Southern California
and occasionally beyond as
part of their SCCA membership benefits. It provides
a means for people to share automotive experiences, be entertained and get informed about autorelated subjects.
In writing my weekly AutoMatters column (for community newspapers and my website) I developed a
following of loyal readers because I spoke to them
in down-to-earth, conversational language—not dry,
boring technical terms. To make Grid Lines an enjoyable read, it should have a much broader view
than any one person can or should provide, therefore I am seeking material for publication in Grid
Lines. Why not submit
your interesting stories,
motorsports
reports,
news, recommendations
for useful products that
you’ve used, historical
pieces, auto-themed movie reviews, road trips and
pretty much anything else
that is car-related. It does
not even have to be new
material, as long as it has
not appeared in Grid
Lines before.
The guidelines for submissions are simple: 900
words maximum (much less would be fine, too), a
few, hopefully edited, high resolution JPEG photos
and, this is a biggie – no flames, attacks, negativity,
politics or religion; just positive stuff that won’t turn
off individuals or groups. Please send your submissions – and your questions - to me at
jwagner2@san.rr.com. Thanks!
FAQS:
- Contributions are appreciated but no compensation is offered
- Deadline is the 15th of each month that we publish
- Space in each issue is extremely limited (Grid Lines is allocated
two pages in each issue of SoPac News so we can’t always use
everything we may receive)

Award winning writer and past AARWBA
board member, Shav Glick who passed
away in 2007, has been named the recipient of the 2009 Bob Russo Founders
Award. The award was presented at the
Annual Breakfast at the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway.
The award, sponsored by Colleen and Gary Campbell, is
presented annually to an individual who has demonstrated profound interest, tireless efforts and undying dedication to auto racing, as exemplified by Bob Russo
throughout his lifelong career in motorsports.
“Shav Glick was an award winning writer for the Los Angeles Times from 1954 to 2007. He was inducted into the
Novi Hall of Fame and the West Coast Stock Car Hall of
Fame. Shav chose his words carefully and through the
years won several thousand dollars in the AARWBA Media Contest,” said AAWBA President Dusty Brandel. “The
National Hot Road Association named the Pomona drag
strip press box in his honor. This quote comes from his
memorial, “My favorite race is the one I’m covering and
my favorite character is the one I’m interviewing,” added
Brandel.
“Shav’s integrity in our sport is unquestioned,” says Bill
Marvel, a co-founder and former executive secretary of
AARWBA who serves as chairman of the Founders
Award Committee. “His consistency has earned the respect of our entire fraternity. He is the most deserving
recipient and we salute his dedication and commitment
to excellence.”
Bob Russo, for whom the
award is named, was one of
the foremost historians the
sport has ever known. He
earned a niche in the sport
as a reporter for Speed Age
magazine in the 1950’s and
was instrumental in the early formation of the United
States Auto Club (USAC).
In 1955 he founded AARWBA and his expertise soon
Charter member Bill Marvel with
the Bob Russo Founders
became a valuable asset to
Award.
The award will be sent
racing facilities and teams.
to Shav's family.
As a public relations direc(Photo by Brian Wood)
tor in the 1970’s he served
Ontario Motor Speedway in California, then in 1985 he
orchestrated publicity for Danny Sullivan, who won that
year’s Indianapolis 500. He also served stints as publicist
for the National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) and Mickey
Thompson Enterprises. Russo died in 1999.
Glick follows Michael Knight (2005), Wally Parks (2006)
Chris Economaki (2007) and BobJenkins as the fifth recipient of the AARWBA Founders Award.
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Contributors Wanted

AARWBA Member Websites

Member: Dennis Gray
URL: www.grayincolor.com
“My site shows a selection of my past work. It will be redesigned (seems to be an ongoing project) to better display new work. I designed and built the site using the
Apple iWeb tool and have found it simple and for the
most part forgiving. Will be adding new pages of images
from this years events soon.”

Member: Andy Hartwell
URL’s: www.ashautomobilia.com
www.ashautophotos.com
“My site showcases my ‘Through The Esses’ column which
appears on TheRaceSite.com. Visitors will also find race
reports and features on the sportscar racing scene as well as
numerous bits and pieces about the history of racing with
an emphasis on the people in the sport.
“I also have a sister site - ashautophotos - that contains many
of my photographs arranged in albums by event.”

Member: Michael Knight
spindoctor500blog.blogspot.com
“Michael Knight's news analysis/commentary on
NASCAR and the entire motorsports industry, PR and
journalism issues, and the politics of sports.
(And, sometimes, other topical roads not otherwise
traveled.) Winner, best blog, 2007 and 2008 AARWBA
journalism contest.”

AutoMatters

Member:Robert Genat
URL’s: www.robertgenat.com
“I kicked off this site a year ago after I heard about
livebooks.com and their suite of specialized websites for
photographers. With my previous website I had to have my
web mistress make any changes for which I was billed. With
my livebooks site, I can go in and change almost anything on
the fly. Because of this flexibility my site always looks fresh as I
continually update my portfolios with my latest images. In
addition, this new website has drawn new business my way.
Check out liveboooks.com.

Member: Jan Wagner
URL: www.automatters.net
“In the Column Archives section of my site you will
discover an incredible variety of original automotive
and motorsports content, and more. Told through
words and my award-winning automotive photography,
you will find reports on auto shows, professional and
amateur racing, new vehicle introductions, road trips,
auto-themed movie reviews, manufacturers' "ride &
drives," accessories and aftermarket enhancements,
discussions of issues, interviews of enthusiasts and
famous personalities, new technology, car club
events and more. I think you’ll find it interesting.”

“In my website I have a link to my blog,
http://robertgenat.blogspot.com/, that was created and hosted
for free on blogspot.com. In this blog I give the readers some
insight as to how the images were created. Now, anyone
interested in photography can use my techniques and
hopefully improve on what I’ve done. “
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If you have a website, send us the details!

Member Spo
otlight
Billing said. “It's funny to think about
now, but a co-worker who covered auto racing at another newspaper is a
die-hard racing fan. He would go on
vacation and call in results from a track
he was at. I get it now. When I go on
vacation I look for nearby tracks. I'm
hooked. I just wish I was caught sooner.”

Living in the heart of auto racing
country, the sport grabbed hold of
Greg Billing. He just didn’t realize it.
A self-described closet auto racing
fan growing up in the shadows of
some of the country’s most historic
tracks — namely Indianapolis
Speedway, Eldora Speedway and
Winchester Speedway — Billing
didn’t realize his love of racing until
assigned to cover an event for the Dayton Daily
News in 2004.
“We were between auto racing reporters at the
DDN and needed someone to cover the Kings
Royal at Eldora Speedway,” Billing said. “I lived
closest to the track and honestly, I had no idea
what I was doing. It was a fluke thing, but after
watching the World of Outlaws I was hooked. I told
my sports editor I wanted the beat.”
Billing has covered auto racing for the Dayton Daily
News ever since. And what a ride it's been. Among
Billing’s highlights are an Indy Car Experience ride
with Davey Hamilton at Kentucky Speedway and a
dirt track ride with sprint car legend Jack Hewitt at
Waynesfield Motor Sports Park near Lima, Ohio.
“Both were amazing,” Billing said. “They really
helped me understand the sport in a way watching
from the press box or infield never could. Just the
sheer power of the Indy Car was incredible. I have
to admit when Hamilton put the pedal down coming
off pit road, I thought I had made a major mistake.
And riding behind Hewitt in a two-seat sprint car,
getting thrown sideways left me much more appreciative of what the drivers do.”
While the perks are nice, one of the greatest parts
of the job is meeting the local drivers and crew
members at the grass-roots level. The DDN’s main
coverage area includes two paved tracks, two dirt
tracks and a dragway. The paper also covers regional races at Kentucky Speedway.
“I probably shouldn’t be by now, but I’m still
amazed at how close the drivers, crews and families are with each other. Spare parts are readily
shared with a team in need, strangers are invited
into haulers during downpours and if one of their
own is injured, the show of support is incredible,”

After graduating from Wright State University in Dayton in 1994, Billing spent two years at the
Troy Daily News covering a variety of beats ranging from
high school sports, the Cincinnati Reds, Cincinnati Bengals and Ohio State football. He worked at the Springfield News-Sun four years primarily as a high school
reporter and joined the Dayton Daily News in 2001.
His wife, Julie — an open-wheel fan of Al Unser Jr. and
Johnny Rutherford growing up, and Helio Castroneves
now — also enjoys auto racing. They both edit the Dayton Auto Racing Fan Club newsletter. Billing was also
awarded the Duke Dinsmore Memorial media award from
the Dayton-based club in 2006.
Greg and Julie live in West Milton with their two children:
Megan, 10, roots for Jimmie Johnson and Laura, 7,
cheers for Tony Stewart. When not covering auto racing
and playing racing-related pranks on his neighbor, a Jeff
Gordon fan, Billing covers high school sports in the fall
and winter.

Blaine Says Thanks
We received this thank you note from Blaine Kinsey,
the recipient of the Dave Overpeck Scholarship
at the Indy breakfast.

" I would just like to thank you for your generosity
In awarding me the Overpeck Scholarship. This
scholarship fit my personality wonderfully as I
am a huge race fan and love journalism. With
the money I purchased a MacBook to help
me with my journalism and photo editing.
Thanks again."
- Blaine Kinsey
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Greg Billing

American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association Inc.
922 North Pass Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505-2703
Phone: 818-842-7005
FAX: 818-842-7020
"Dedicated To Increasing Media Coverage of Motor Sports"

The AARWBA is the oldest and largest professional organization of its kind. Founded in 1955 in
Indianapolis, it has grown to more than 400 members throughout the United States, Canada and Europe.
Each year the AARWBA members select a 14-driver All America Team from Open Wheel, Stock Car, Sports
Car, Drag Racing, Short Track, Touring Series and At Large championship categories. An annual banquet is
held to honor these drivers each January. AARWBA also sponsors several contests for its members and
established the “Legends in Racing” auto racing hall of fame.
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Title:
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Home address:
City:

State:

ZIP Code:

Phone:

E-Mail:

FAX:

Preferred Mailing Address:

HOME

OFFICE

(Please note that our newsletter, “ImPRESSions”, is sent via e-mail)

Preferred E-Mail Address For Newsletter:
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Media Professional ($45.00)
Signature of applicant:

Affiliate Member ($65.00)

Associate / Corporate ($300.00)
Date:

Active Media Member
Applicants for active media membership status must submit the following materials to the membership committee for consideration.
Materials must be submitted with your check.
A fully executed membership application. (This information will appear in the membership directory
unless you specify otherwise. Attach a note to this application if necessary.)
Your
Two 1" x 1.5" head shot pictures for use in the directory and for an I.D. badge.
Tear sheets or samples of work as follows:
Photo
Two published articles on the subject of auto racing in a publication of general
Should
circulation within the past year.
Photographs on auto racing appearing in two publications of general circulation or two
Be This
separate times in one publication, within the past year.
Size
One video or audio tape of any race broadcast where spectators attended and exhibited
the applicant's work within the past year.
One book on the subject of auto racing within the past year or three books on the
subject of auto racing, or one book contracted from any trade publisher for a book on auto racing
Affiliate Member
Open to public relations, team representatives, motorsports advertising personnel. Full voting rights and privileges except to hold office.
Associate/Corporate Membership
Open to any person, regardless of affiliation or professional orientation, who is interested in furthering the aims of the American Auto
Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association and/or motorsports in general. Corporate membership is Limited to three (3) non-voting
memberships for the $300 fee.

Mail completed application, photos, and your check to the address shown above.
The American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association 922 North Pass Avenue Burbank, CA 91505-2703 (818) 842-7005

